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DRIVERS WANTED!!! EARN YOUR WORTH!!!

Call
1-855-435-8782
or go to:
IDKTrucking.com
IDK Trucking is seeking quality full-time Class A CDL truck drivers for all over the US. Drivers will be
responsible for driving Tanker or Refrigerated or Flat bed loads over the road. If you are interested in
joining a team-oriented business that recognizes the value of its employees, we would like to hear
from you.
Immediate Positions Available!!!
Business Unit: Over the Road Running
Type: Regional (multiple positions available)
License Type: Class A CDL, Hazmat (for Tanker)
Home Time: Generous Home Time
Experience Level: 2 years
Operating area: Mid-west
IDK Trucking is in the top 5 for Drivers Pay!
 Paid over $96,000 per year for our top performing drivers.
 Earn an average of $1,800 weekly for new drivers
 You will also qualify for medical, dental, vision and company paid life insurance on top of vacation,
sick and bereavement time1
 Job Type: Full-time
 Salary: $86,000.00 /year

Call 1-855-435-8782 or www.IDKTrucking.com
Send resume to email listed on Contact us page or Request an application to be sent to
you via the contact us page. Email resume or past employment history with both a daytime and evening callback number. Company based in St. Louis, MO.

FROM THE EDITOR |#ZOOLIFE
The closest we had to a zoo in
my small, eastern Washington
hometown was a park with a
bird aviary holding dozens of
species of birds, mostly pheasant and quail as well as swans,
peacocks, and varieties of
ducks. Even as a teenager I
would visit the aviary, drop birdseed down the tubes into
their pens and marvel at the variety of life.
For most of us, zoos are a place to spend a day observing exotic animals and enjoy time outdoors. We meet up for
playdates and push our kids in strollers before they can
form coherent long-term memories, because animals are a
delight at any age. We marvel at nature. By spending that
time marveling at the zoo, we’re encouraging respect for animals, understanding habitat, and seeing how our actions
impact the world around us. Zoos are there to educate, rehabilitate, and promote conservation.
I’ve been a member of my local zoo since my first child
was born. We go frequently enough to have favorite animals
and know the shortcuts between them. We’ve celebrated
the births of endangered animals and mourned the loss of
elephants from Woodland Park Zoo.
The zoo is a gentle reminder that our actions have
broader impacts, and we are part of something greater. Join
us in celebrating animals, whether it’s an otter playing basketball for rehabilitation or the beatboxing of a happy
lemur. If you can’t get to the animals, check out our DIY article on bringing the zoo to you.

Dear SEARCH,
What is your favorite zoo memory?
Dear Search,
When I was younger, I used to
want to be a zoologist and work at a
zoo to take care of elephants. I
wanted to study elephants and their
behaviors. I’ve grown up, and although I’m not a zoologist, my love
for elephants and animals hasn’t
change, I recently explored the zoo
with my husband and son.

We had an amazing time. Visiting the zoo now and when I was a
child always brought me comfort
and warmed my heart. If you are
looking for a family day to just relax
and clear your mind, I would recommend visiting your local zoo.

Susan Nickel

Heather Roulo /Operations Director

What is your favorite zoo animal? Why ? Have you recently visited the zoo with your family/friends?
Write in to tell us about your amazing zoo experience. Send mail to:
searchmagazinesubmissions@gmail.com
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searchmagazinesubmissions@gmail.com
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TRAVEL |Iceland

In The Summer

BY KAY TRACY

sight you want to have a closer look at, please do not just
pull over on the roadside and hop out. Most roads are only
two lanes and stopping can be very dangerous. Look for the
turnouts and use them. Note that in many places, you will
find yield signs in place of stop signs. Slow down and enjoy
the scenery. Roundabouts are found as well, and the inner
lane has right of way for exiting, so watch for and use your
signals.
If staying in the central Reykjavik area, just take the
bus. Depending on how long you will be there, look into the
acquiring a city card for unlimited bus access for twentyfour to forty-eight hours and museum access to several of
the best museums in the country. You just show your card
and get on the bus.

If you are looking for an interesting trip,
Iceland. is something different to do this
summer. Either stopping over on a longer
flight to Europe or simply a visit to Iceland
for itself, there is plenty to see and do.
Get ready to meet interesting people and see the arts,
sights, and culture of this small but mighty country. Getting
there is easier than ever with flights from the west coast, as
well as the East coast. Bring clothing to dress in layers, with
the outermost being waterproof. You could get a whole year
of seasons in one hour-no joke. Your major credit cards will
work there, though make sure you know what your bank or
card will charge for international fees. You can exchange
currency at the airport after clearing customs, for no fee. Do
check the information on what you can and cannot take into
the country.

June 17th is the time for National Day. Many businesses
are closed, but the people are out, many in traditional clothing.
June is also the month of the Viking festival in Hafnarfjodur, just outside of Reykjavik, usually the days either
side of National day.
August 8-17, 2019 is the Pride celebration in Reykjavik
Music festivals happen year-round with several during
summer.
Getting around while there depends on what you want
to do. You could rent a car and venture forth to see the
sights but be sure to get one of the free “Big Maps” at the
tourist kiosk in the airport. Just remember, Iceland roads are
posted in Kilometers per hour with the countryside speeds
being usually about 90km/h. As they make use of speed
cameras, follow the signage for speed limits. If you see a
6

If you want a close look at the Icelandic horses, there
are stables for riding aplenty, though if you just want to say
“Hi,” and maybe pet one, please do not pull over on the
roadside to take pictures or coax them to you. Go out on the
Golden Circle route.

Just past Geysir is a farm with a nice turnout at Bru’.
The farmer there has some horses he brings up for visitors
to see, a safe parking area, and a little box where you can
buy some treats to give the horses. They will come up to
you for treats, pets, and pictures!
The bus tours to the countryside sights, like Gullfoss,
Geysir, and Thingvillier−the Golden Circle tours−are worth
the cost to let you relax, get there, and see the sights, take
great pictures, and get back safe and sound.
Remember, if looking for the Northern lights, Summer
time might not be the best time. In June, the sun will just
skim the horizon with no real darkness to be had and most
places you stay will have blackout blinds in the windows.
Don’t fear the food when you get hungry. True, you
can request the rotted shark or pickled ram testicles, but
there is also pizza, burgers, and familiar fare to be had as
well, though if you do not try the Icelandic hot dogs, you
are missing out on a delightful treat. Many places serve a
hot lunch of fresh-made soup and bread for a very reasonable price. Bakeries, Bakari, will also have, not only fresh
pastries and breads, but also sandwiches, hot and cold, and
some also have the soups, more like coffee shops than just
a bread market.

Take a little time to do some online research before you go:
For bus info; https://www.straeto.is/
Customs info: https://www.tollur.is/english/individuals/customs/
traveling-to-iceland/
Weather/northern lights and road closures:
https://www.vedur.is/vedur/spar/nordurljos/
Music festivals: https://www.heyiceland.is/blog/nanar/5181/top
-7-music-festivals-in-iceland
Have a wonderful Trip!
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#DIY|Bring The Zoo To You

Mom Helps Build Zoo

BY LILIAN CSERNICA
you and your fellow zoo builders want to use. A trip
to the dollar store can provide everything you need
for less than ten dollars.
Time: 30 minutes for the basic zoo. You can add as
many details as you like!
I suggest covering your work area with newspaper, paper towels, or even a plastic table cover
from the dollar store.
Make sure you have plenty of room to work,
especially if you have more than two or three people helping. Working at the table or sitting on the
floor will make it easier to move around the zoo as
people have new ideas for adding details here and
there.

Summer is that wonderful time of year when
people get out into the sunshine. A favorite destination is the zoo. There's nothing like seeing a tiger
roar in person or watching a hippopotamus enjoying a swim. Here's a way to make it possible to visit
the zoo every day, and the zoo can be completely
different every time.
Materials:
A large pad of white paper, the type sold for finger
painting.
Painter's tape
Waxed paper
Craft sticks
Toothpicks
Pipe cleaners
Colored markers
Crayons
Play-Doh or its off-brand equivalent
Cookie cutters shaped like animals
Stickers (animals, food, plants and flowers, balloons, etc.)
8

This list can be expanded to include whatever

Step One: Lay out the path.
The path can be a very precise grid laid out like
the streets of Rome, or it can be a wonderful meandering trail leading from one animal enclosure to
the next. Painter's tape works well for straight borders and a nice blue color. Markers, crayons,
squares cut out of construction paper, or even a line
of loose buttons can help visitors find their way
around your zoo.

|#ZOOLIFE

Step Two: Make the animals.
Large and small, warm-blooded and coldblooded, on land or in the water, every creature is
welcome in the zoo. Nature magazines are a great
source for real life photos. Three dimensional animals are even more fun. Play-Doh, stickers, yarn,
even origami can provide a wonderful variety of
colors and textures. On a sheet of waxed paper, roll
out the Play-Doh. Use cookie cutters to cut out animals. You can then decorate the animals, birds, or

fish with stripes, feathers, even sequins. A toothpick can make dots, lines, curves, or other details.
Place each animal in its special area in the zoo.
Feel free to move the animals around. See which
animals make the best neighbors. Who has the
same type of space? Penguins and polar bears both
like water. Lions and hyenas both share the savannah. Monkeys and boa constrictors can both be
found in the jungle!
Step Three: Add more fun locations often found at
the zoo:
Ponds or fountains: Most of the zoos I've visited have included fountains or ponds. Blue foil
makes a great pond. Add some blue pipe cleaners
for jets of water and you have a fountain.

Food stands: No trip to the zoo is complete without a cold drink and a tasty snack. I kept it simple
with stickers showing the food and drink on sale.
Gift shop: You can fill in this area with a keychain, small stuffed toys, even puzzle pieces.
Playground: Use pipe cleaners and craft sticks to
build a swing set. A strip of aluminum foil and pipe
cleaners make a good slide. A thin layer of sand adds
texture and realism.
When your zoo is complete, you have more options:
1. To keep the zoo as it is, anchor the various
loose pieces in place with clear tape or craft glue.
2. To make each visit to the zoo a new adventure,
keep all loose pieces in a clear plastic box or resealable bags.
3. To take the zoo adventure a step farther, try
making up board games, using one animal for each
player. Who can visit all the exhibits in order first?
Make up math games. Each player has the same
budget in pretend money of pennies, poker chips, even
paper money drawn by the players. Buy lunch at the
food stand or souvenirs in the gift shop.
Take photos of your trip to the zoo, print them
out, and keep them in a special album.

Summer or winter, rain or shine, now you can
visit the zoo whenever you like. Once you've mastered
the basic design, you can make it bigger with larger
models of the animals and empty cardboard boxes for
the food stand and gift shop. You can also make it
smaller, small enough to fit into a plastic container
just right for lunch and to take the zoo with you wherever you go.
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Humor|How To Catch A Rabid Squirrel & Why

Rescue missions were our specialty,
though up to this point in time all
previous missions involved only G. I.
Joes. This was our first live specimen,
zoological rescue, and no thirteenand fourteen-year-old, two-kid team
was more prepared than Ron and me.
We’d ridden our bikes up to the greenbelt area behind
the local tennis courts that used to be the IBM golf course.
Ron and I had done our traditional summer-day work out
on the high-intensity obstacle course disguised as a playground. We were returning from the drinking fountain
when we spotted him hobbling across the playground gravel. The wee squirrel was injured, and it was plain to see it
wasn’t just a thorn in his paw. He couldn’t put any weight
on one leg, and it was bent at an odd angle.
We sprang into action. You can’t catch a squirrel with
your bare hands, so Ron observed Tripod, a name appropriate to his condition, while I went dumpster diving for a zoological specimen containment thingy. Five minutes later, I
had a relatively clean cardboard box with flaps that could be
jerry-rigged into a secure lid.
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BY TIM REYNOLDS

We cornered Tripod under an elevated maintenance
shack, set the box up over one of the few exits from his
hidey-hole, and then corralled him toward the box. To passersby, we must have looked like a pair of teen lunatics, instead of the zoological wranglers we fancied ourselves to be.
When Tripod was finally contained, after almost an
hour, he didn’t seem too happy, screeching, scratching, and
making low guttural complaints, although growling is not
usually associated with myopic squirrels.
The steel-spring rat-trap on my bike kept the box in
place and the lid down tight for the duration of the trip back
home. Why did we think we had the resources at home to
fix a broken squirrel leg? Well, my Mom is a nurse, and Dad
could fix anything, at least in my eyes. At home, Tripod was
taken to the treatment area that was actually the picnic table on our back patio. It didn’t take Mom long to arrive on
the scene.
“What have you got this time, Timothy? It’s making a
lot of noise for a tadpole.”
“It’s a squirrel with a broken leg, Mom.”
She lifted one flap of the box lid, peeked inside, closed
it fast, and held the lid in place. “Your father will be home
soon. We’ll need his help. We also need a couple fireplace
logs to hold the lid down. Oh, and don’t let the dog or your
sisters out into the backyard.”
Mom was super calm, but back then I didn’t recognize
fear when I saw it.
Dad arrived in short order, the usual hellos took place,
and Ron headed home, two doors down, for dinner. Mom
calmly brought Dad out onto the patio. “Your son has
brought home a rabid squirrel.”
“A what?”
“No, I didn’t. His leg is just broken. We can fix him.”
“Let’s take a look.”
The logs were slowly removed, and Dad managed a
peek without releasing the miniature wolverine that had
somehow replaced Tripod.
“Yup. He’s foaming. How did you manage to catch him
without getting bitten?”
“Um, it wasn't easy.”

Nittyssalon1andretail.payscapecommerce.com

Heather Roulo

|SEARCH AUTHOR SPOTLIGHT
What was your favorite thing to do as a child?
I liked being active and learning new things. My mother
always signed me up for classes, like ballet, tap, piano,
and gymnastics at our nearest Recreation Center. When
I was on my own, I usually wrote, read books, or rode
my bicycle. They were activities I could do no matter
where we moved.
Do you have a hot tip for us? (What is a product/
app/food/store/website that you use right now
that you can’t do without or that you like right
now? And why?)
I’m enjoying playing the HQ Trivia game app. It isn’t
useful, but it’s fun to join in each day for their live questions and have a chance to win.

Location: Seattle, WA
What’s an article you’ve written for SEARCH that
you enjoyed? And why did you enjoy it?
One of my first articles was “Discovering Family Connections in Blood and Ink,” in 2016, about a rediscovered family bible with a family tree inside and newly
emerging DNA tests. I enjoyed that article because it
brought together a couple of things I’m passionate
about—technology and books. I loved interviewing the
owner of the bookstore that had found the bible and
tracked down the family who had lost it.

What else do you write?
In addition to writing SEARCH articles, I’m known for
my short stories. I’ve had several dozen published in
magazines, anthologies, and in podcasts. I’m also the
author of the novel Plague Master: Sanctuary Dome and
expect to release the sequel this year.
What is your website?
More information about me and everything I’ve written
can be found at www.heatherroulo.com.
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MUSIC |The Music Of The Jungle Book

BY ELLIOT THORPE

$206million, it remains as the fifth highest grossing of Walt's cartoon features. The aforementioned, Snow White and her seven dwarfs have the
honor of being−and staying−at the top.

Disney Studios, over the decades,
has prominently featured our animal
friends in hundreds of its movies, from
live action (including Greyfriars Bobby
[1961], That Darn Cat! [1965], Murder
She Purred [1998] and Dumbo [2019]) to
animated classic such as Bambi [1942],
The Aristocats [1970], my personal favorite Robin Hood [1973] and everyone's,
The Lion King [1994].
Even in movies where the main protagonists
are human, such as the princesses Snow White
and Cinderella, creatures, both feathered and
furred, have some importance. And goodness, Disney's most famous icon is a rodent who has a
pooch as a pet!
Enough of these Shaggy Dog stories. I'm here
to remind you of perhaps one of the greatest of all
Disney pictures and one that is nevertheless indelibly inked onto our psyche with catchy songs and
great visuals, the 19th animated feature, The Jungle
Book.
"The Jungle Is Jumpin!" exclaimed the original
poster that adorned movie theaters across the
world in 1967, and it wasn't wrong. Made on a
budget of $4million and bringing home
14

The original concept for the movie followed
Rudyard Kipling's book closely. It's dark, with sinister undertones prevalent between man and
beast, but Walt felt it needed a lighter touch. "The
first thing I want you to do," he said, when he presented lead script writer, Larry Clemmons, with a
copy of Kipling's book, "is not to read it. Let's establish the characters. Let's have fun with it." And
so, Mowgli, Baloo, Bagheera, Shere Khan, Kaa, and
Colonel Hathi were re-imagined in the Disney
style. Orangutan King Louie was an entirely new
character (as was Shanti) created specifically to be
the flip-side to Mowgli's position of a human living as an animal (Louie wanted to study Mowgli to
become humanistic - hence the song I Wan’na Be
Like You.

Thus, we have jazz stalwart, Louis Prima, taking on the role he was most known for: The King
of the Swingers, the jungle VIP. Prima was born
from an Italian heritage in 1910 in New Orleans,
the veritable birthplace of the jazz and blues
movement. He formed a band at age 14 and closely
watched his older brother, Leon, play the cornet in
local clubs. His own career took off in the late
1920s but it was 1934, and the height of the Great
Depression, that took Prima to New York, where
the city was attractive to hungry musicians due to
its surplus of music venues. Over the years, he
signed and recorded with Columbia, Capitol, and
Dot Records, unsuccessfully founded his own label, Prima One Records, married singer Keely
Smith, and rubbed shoulders with Sinatra and the
Kennedys.

He wasn't the first choice for King Louie, however: filmmakers wanted Louis Armstrong but
feared controversy if they cast a black person in
the role. While such a potential fallout over a
voiceover is now only open to conjecture for another place and time and by other people, Prima
made the role absolutely his own, and without him
singing such an iconic song The Jungle Book would
have been a little less full. The world lost him in
1978, after a horrid illness that had put him in a
coma three years prior.
Robert and Richard Sherman wrote I Wan’na
Be Like You, aiming for a jazz sound that encapsulated a Dixieland melody. Prima and his band originally performed the song in its entirety, but that
version was dropped in favor of orchestrations by
Walter Sheets from a composition by George
Bruns, who was responsible for the film's underscore.
Prima, of course, still sang and included a 'scat'
verse which Phil Harris, playing Baloo, responded
to during a separate recording session. Released as
a single the same day as the film itself, it became
the unofficial signature tune and has been covered
numerous times in the intervening years by artists
such as Smash Mouth, Big Bad Voodoo Daddy, and
the Jonas Brothers. Christopher Walken performed
the song, with revised lyrics, for the 2016 liveaction adaptation.
The Bare Necessities was the only song not
written by the Sherman Brothers. Folk artist Terry
Gilkyson had that position, and Phil Harris voiced

Baloo, the kindly bear, repeating the role as medieval outlaw Little John for Disney a few years later.
Interestingly, the melody for Sherman Brothers' Trust in Me, Kaa's hypnotic song, was originally written for Mary Poppins, as The Land of Sand.
When it was rejected from the Julie Andrews vehicle, the Shermans loved the tune so much they reworked it for The Jungle Book.
One can't help but hum or sing along to the
soundtrack, and the film remains a firm family favorite over half a century later.
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CITY SPOTLIGHT |Oakland

BY SUMIKO SAULSON
The Oakland Museum, downtown, is home to
seasonal art exhibits and offers fun seasonal events
such as plays and marches as well. Mills College
has a museum and theater. So does Laney College.
Frank Ogawa Plaza is home to ProArts, a gallery
that has spots for more than one hundred exhibiting local artists.
Tourists and locals alike love the docks and
restaurants at Jack London Square. Fruitvale’s Jingletown is home to a number of small art galleries
and craft breweries. First Fridays is a popular art
event that takes place in Oakland’s Temescal area
and runs into downtown. Piedmont is home to the
scenic Mountain View Cemetery up in the hills.
Lake Temescal in the hills offers a beach and fishing.

Oakland is a well-known spot
for arts and culture, but not everyone knows that it is also the home
of the nation’s oldest wild-life reserve, Lake Merritt Refuge, established in 1870.
It is a tidal pool three miles in circumference
at the heart of the city featuring birds, gardens,
and boating. On its shores is the fanciful theme
park, Children’s Fairyland, opened in 1950, and
one of the oldest such parks in the world.
The Oakland Zoo, managed by the Conservation Society of California, is another type of sanctuary for wildlife. Founded in 1922 by naturalist
Henry A. Snow, it houses California native wildlife
such as condors, bald eagles, jaguars, black bears,
grizzly bears, and grey wolves as well as international wildlife like lions, giraffes, zebras, and elephants. It is divided into five habitat areas: the
California Trail, Tropical Rainforest, Wild Australia, African Savannah, and the Wayne and Gladys
Valley Children’s Zoo which includes fruit bats and
a petting zoo. It is on the south side of town on the
way to San Leandro.
16
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FEATURE

|Woodland Park Zoo

When visitors come to Seattle,
there are a few must-see sites. Besides
the space needle and Pike Street Market, I insist my guests visit the Woodland Park Zoo.
Located near Green Lake in the northern part
of Seattle, not too far from the University of
Washington campus, Woodland Park Zoo boasts
ninety-two acres of animals and attractions. Despite the large size, it is well-organized and very
possible to see the zoo in one day or to pick your
favorites and linger along the lush native-plantlined paths. We go so frequently. The kids have
learned the shortest paths between our favorite
animals.
When our family hosted a Japanese exchange
student, she was thrilled with the chance to interact with the animals. Young or old, the zoo
entertains with its variety of animals, plants, education, and experiences. Where else can you be
licked by a giraffe and experience how very rough
their tongues are and feed fish to a penguin?
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The zoo also provides an opportunity to appreciate the diverse biosphere, build empathy,
and gain knowledge about new research and conservation efforts. Zoos enrich our lives, and the
Woodland Park Zoo is a joyful celebration of the
world to which we belong.
Organization
Woodland Park Zoo is organized into regions
with animals from various climate types are
grouped in logical ways. Zebras, giraffe, and ostrich roam together in the African Savanna portion. Bears and wolves stalk the Northern Trail.
Colorful flamingos and red pandas occupy exhibits in the Temperate Forest, and in the Australasia section, tall emu and bouncy wallaby share a
pen. My family’s favorite is the Tropical Rain Forest building. On a cold day, it is striking to enter
the warm, humid building, smell tropical plants,
and listen to the free-flying birds, or pass by exhibits filled with colorful dart frogs and hushed
snakes. Golden lion tamarins are so small we call
them finger-monkeys, because a baby one could
wrap around a person’s finger.

Exhibits
While some zoos make you pity the penned
animals, the keepers at Woodland Park Zoo have
made efforts to keep the enclosures natural looking. Enclosures use clear glass, plants, cliffsides,
and moats to keep animals and viewers safe from
each other. In other places, such as the Northern
Trail, a raised platform allows visitors to safely
observe gray wolves and, in a further enclosure,
herds of elk.
Besides being more comfortable for animals,
the artful pens provide school children with a better idea of the animals’ normal habitat. Nearby
signs display the range of the animal and their
conservation status. Woodland Park Zoo’s mission is to save wildlife and make conservation a
priority.

As a rich part of the community, Woodland
Park Zoo is a wonderful location for events such
as ZooTunes Summer concerts, where ticketholders attend outdoor concerts. They also have wine
and beer tastings. For children, there is the
Zoomazium with a climbing structure, puppets,
and sometimes small animal encounters. Each
year as it gets cold, the zoo is decorated with
strings of Christmas lights formed into various
shapes, including the animals of the zoo. Attend
at night to enjoy the WildLights.
Other Attractions
Throughout the zoo, there are statues of animals for children to marvel at. Even if they can’t
touch a real alligator or hippo, they can enjoy sitting on the statue or climbing through a rather
large, meerkat tunnel. There are also climbing
structures, playgrounds, and a fantastic carousel.
Goals and conservation
The zoo strives to be there for everyone and
offers access programs, sensory gardens, and Zoo
for All events. Their exhibits continue to change
over time. After the elephants were moved, rhinos
took their place. The zoo also recently created a
new enclosure for the tigers to enjoy.

Visitor Interactions
Throughout the day, the zoo has interactive
programs such as the raptor center shows, penguin feedings, butterfly garden, and the Wallaby
Station. My kids’ favorite daily offering is the Wallaby Station. The enclosed room has free-flying
birds that may be fed using popsicle sticks with
millet glued on that a visitor purchases for a small
fee. The birds, often parakeets, cockatiels, and
small parrots, perch on the sticks as well as the
heads and shoulders of visitors. It is a noisy and
cheerful room, filled with birdsong and gleeful
shrieks of children.
The second favorite is the Humboldt penguin
feeding. For a small fee, you can drop fish to the
excited penguins. The renovated penguin exhibit
allows visitors to see beneath the surface of the
water as penguin dash back and forth, waiting for
their treat.
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While You’re Here
For a more intimate zoo, travel across the lake
to the Cougar Mountain Zoo in Issaquah. The zoo
focuses on a smaller number of animals than the
Woodland Park Zoo, including tigers, cougars,
and macaws. In the winter, join them for their
Reindeer Festival, where the herds come to be fed
when Santa calls.
The Seattle Aquarium, on the waterfront in
the downtown, is also a wonderful way to spend
an afternoon with sea birds, octopus, and sea otters.

The zoo enjoys the efforts of countless staff
and volunteers who believe in the welfare of the
animals, value of education, and conservation
efforts to preserve what we might otherwise take
for granted. Solar power, zoo-doo, research
efforts, and education on backyard oasis for turtles and frogs aren’t as compelling as tigers and
rhinos but are all parts of the value the zoo brings
to the community.
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Zoos For All
I hope visiting zoos has made my children
more comfortable with nature, understanding of
their world, and appreciative of diversity we might
otherwise not see. We go to see the animals, but
in the process, we learn about changes happening
across the globe as climate and habitat are affected by mankind’s progress. It is up to us to take responsibility for ensuring we understand the natural world enough to help it survive alongside us.

FEATURE #2|Sea Otter Cuteness

In December of 2018 the Oregon
Zoo said goodbye to Eddie, the sea otter, one of the oldest sea otters in the
world. Wild otters often live between
fifteen and twenty years. Eddie celebrated nearly 21.
Eddie became internet famous in 2013 after a
video of him slam dunking a toy basketball as
physical therapy for this arthritic elbow joints was
viewed more than 1.7 million times on the zoo’s
YouTube channel.
When Eddie was orphaned as a young pup
along the California coast in 1998, he lacked the
skills to survive on his own in the wild and was
taken to the Monterey Bay Aquarium for rehabilitation. Deemed non-releasable by the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, in 2000 he went to live at
the Oregon Zoo.
Sea otters are an important keystone species,
critical for maintaining the balance of kelp in the
near-shore marine ecosystems where they forage.
Without sea otters, the kelp forests that provide
important cover and food for many marine animals would be devoured by the animals that are
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the otter’s preferred prey.
These aquatic otters eat, groom, rest, and
breed in waters near the shore. They sometimes
float in forests of kelp and intentionally entangle
themselves to provide anchorage while they sleep
in the swirling sea. They are the only otters that
give birth in the water, and the mothers nurture
the young while floating. They hold their babies
on their chests to nurse them and soon teach
them to hunt and swim. They swim belly-up,
moving through the water at three to five miles an
hour by their webbed hind feet and using their
long, flat tails as rudders. Sea otters dive for their
food, usually in water no deeper than sixty feet
deep, but they can hold their breath for five
minutes and dive to three-hundred feet or more if
they need to.
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When foraging, a sea otter uses its front
paws to find and capture prey underwater while
using its whiskers to help sense the movements
of prey in murky waters. It tucks prey into one of
the pockets of loose skin on the bottom side of
each of its forelegs to carry it to the surface for
eating. Floating belly-up in the water, it may use
a rock to break open the shell to get at the meat
inside. While it's eating, it rolls in the water to
wash away food scraps. Otters like to eat bottomdwelling sea animals, including fish, urchins,
crabs, abalone, snails, and about forty other marine species. Eating nearly twenty-five percent of
their weight in food daily supports their high metabolism, which is two to three times the rate of
other animals its size.

Otters are inclined to be meticulously clean.
After eating, they wash themselves in the ocean.
They clean their coat with their teeth and paws
to help them remain waterproof and insulated
against the cold. Sea otters have very thick, twolayered, water resistant fur which is the densest
fur of any mammal in the world. Its short underfur is one million hairs per square inch, whereas
humans have about one hundred thousand hairs
on their heads. Their underfur is protected by a
top layer of waterproof guard hairs to keep it dry.
This is why, unlike most marine mammals, they
do not have much fat for insulation on their bodies. This coat is invaluable for an otter, but sadly
humans valued it as well. For one hundred-fifty
years in the 18th and 19th centuries, they were
hunted for their thick fur. Sea otters used to live
all around the pacific rim and numbered between several hundred thousand to more than a
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million. By the turn of the 20th century both the
northern and southern subspecies were nearing
extinction--their numbers having plummeted to
a few thousand.
Happily, today otters are protected by law:
The 1911 international fur seal treaty banning the
hunting of fur-bearing, marine mammals have
led to a population increase. Sea otters have recolonized suitable habitats off the coast of Alaska
and central California, with small colonies in in
British Columbia and Washington. The last
known otter in Oregon was killed in 1907, and
despite a reintroduction effort in the 1970’s,
much of their historical range remains uninhabited. In 1977, the southern sea otter was listed as
a threatened species under the Endangered Species Act. It is protected under the federal Marine
Mammal Protection Act and has fully protected
status under California state law. More than
eighty percent of southern sea otters live in the
Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary. The
total population of southern sea otters has now
grown to approximately three thousand in California alone, with one hundred six thousand sea
otters worldwide. The growing population in
Washington and recent sightings of lone sea otters off the Oregon coast, particularly a confirmed sighting in 2009 in Depoe Bay, bring hope
that someday soon sea otters will return to Oregon outside the Oregon Zoo. Until then, we can
watch videos of Eddie dunking.
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FOOD |
Grilled Veggie Pita Sandwiches

BY BRIAN AND PATRICIA DAKE
INGREDIENTS
* 1/2 cup vinegar,
balsamic
* 1/2 teaspoon
salt, kosher
* 1/2 teaspoon
paprika, smoked
* 1/4 teaspoon
black pepper, fresh
ground
* 1/4 cup basil,
fresh, thinly sliced
* 1/2 cup olive oil,
extra virgin

Picnics make summer outings complete, so we wanted to share a fun idea
with Mediterranean flare.
Traveling through Bulgaria and Turkey, we discovered that it’s customary to use fresh, thinly
sliced tomato and cucumber to add flavor and
crunch to sandwiches. Also common to Mediterranean cuisine is tahini, a thick paste made by
grinding hulled white sesame seeds. As a staple of
Middle Eastern cooking, it can be found in most
large supermarkets on the ethnic food aisle. It’s
not unusual for it to separate, so the oil and the
sesame paste will need to be mixed back together
before use. Using good quality tahini is essential.
Preparation - Marinade Base
* Cut and discard stems from fresh basil leaves,
slice basil leaves into fine 1/16-inch strips. Repeat
until you have 1/4 cup loose packed strips.
* In a non-metal bowl mix basil strips, balsamic
vinegar, kosher salt, smoked paprika and black
pepper until blended to make marinade base.
Preparation - Grilled Vegetables
* Rinse bell peppers and zucchini.
* Cut and discard ends from zucchini. Cut each
zucchini in half.
* Split zucchini pieces lengthwise. Lay cut-side
down and slice into 1/4-inch strips.
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* 2 zucchini, 6-7
inches in length
* 1 bell pepper,
red
*1 bell pepper,
green
* 1 large onion,
purple
* wood chips for
grilling, mesquite
* 3 tomatoes, Roma, medium
* 1 cucumber

* 1/4 cup tahini
* 1/4 cup and 3/4
cup sour cream
* 1 tablespoon
water
* 1 package pita
bread, fresh

* Core bell pepper, removing stems. Cut bell
peppers in half, top to bottom, and remove seeds
and veins. Cut halves from top to bottom into
3/8-inch strips.
* Cut and discard top and bottom of purple onion. Rinse cut onion with water, peel away and
dispose of tough outer layers.
* Cut onion horizontally into 3/8-inch-thick
rounds, being careful to make cuts parallel so
onion thickness is consistent.
* Distribute zucchini, bell peppers, and onion
slices on platters or plates.
* Add olive oil to marinade base. Mix until well
blended and oil has emulsified with marinade
base. Using a silicon brush, baste vegetables
with marinade. Turn vegetables over and baste
again.
* Follow the manufacturer's directions to prepare your grill to cook.

Grill Vegetables
* Turn the cooking burners of grill to medium,
allow grill to come to correct temperature.
* Add woodchips to grill and wait until they
start to smoke. Replenish chips as necessary to
provide smoke throughout the grilling process.
With my grill, I close the lid while cooking for
best results.
* Grill the zucchini, bell peppers, and onions for
3 minutes before flipping them, being careful
not to let onions separate.
* Turn vegetables and continue to cook 3 more
minutes. When done, vegetables should show
strong grill marks with portions of vegetables
turning dark. Remove to platter.

Preparation - Cold Vegetables and Sandwich
Spread
* Using a very sharp knife cut top and bottom
from Roma tomatoes and slice into 1/8-inch
rounds.
* Cut ends from cucumber. Using vegetable
peeler remove skin. Cut cucumber into 1/8-inch
rounds.
* In a small bowl, mix 1/4 cup tahini with 1/4 cup
sour cream and 1 tablespoon water until you
have well-blended sandwich spread.

Preparation - Picnic
* Place grilled vegetables and cold vegetables
into individual sealable plastic containers.
* Place sandwich spread in sealed sandwich-size,
plastic zip-seal bag.
* Place 3/4 cup sour cream in sealed sandwichsize, plastic zip-seal bag.
* To keep sandwich spread and sour cream cool,
place their plastic bags in a sealable plastic container filled with ice cubes.
* Remove pita bread from bag and cut each pita
in half-rounds. Using a butter knife, carefully
split the layers on each piece to make a pocket
in the bread. Place pita halves back in bag and re
-seal.
* Pack containers in a picnic basket with your
favorite cold beverages. It’s best to pack the pita
separately, to keep it at room temperature, to
prevent splitting or cracking when filled.
Serve
* Open containers and remove pita bread.
* Open pocket on each half of pita and spread
inside with sandwich spread. You can do this
with a plastic knife or simply cut a corner from
the sealed sandwich spread's bag and squeeze
bag to distribute a ribbon of sandwich spread.
* Inside the pita, make a layer with alternating
slices of tomato and cucumber.
* Fill remaining space inside the pita with grilled
vegetables.
* Cut the corner from the bag of sour cream and
squeeze a ribbon of sour cream across the grilled
vegetables and serve.
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Outdoors Activities|FITNESS

BY DONNA MEDINA
Summer is approaching, and with
it comes a lot of opportunities to get
moving in the outdoors.
While you might not wish to give up your studio
and gym workouts totally, you might wish to consider
squeezing in some of these activities whenever you can.
We’ve pulled together some of the most typical outdoor activities you can do to get you ready for outdoors
this coming summer.

WALKING
This is one of the easiest ways to get fit outdoors. Brisk
walking regularly can enhance the health of your lungs,
heart, and circulatory system. According to CDC, ten
minutes of brisk walking, three times per day for five
days a week is enough to strengthen your aerobic
health.
RUNNING
Like walking, running helps enhance your cardiovascular fitness. If you prefer to run than walking, there’s no
need for you to exercise for a bit long.

SWIMMING
This is another excellent way to enhance your aerobic
fitness, and it presents a host of benefits like running
and walking. Swimming might be better for older
adults because it might help improve core muscles and
lower the risk of falls. What’s more, swimming might
help individuals with arthritis boost the use of their
joints without deteriorating their symptoms, according
to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
HIKING
Hiking not just offers you an aerobic routine. It might
also be great for your mental health. That’s because
research tells that spending time in nature lowers negative thinking and stress levels.
CYCLING
This is a low impact exercise which offers health benefits but is simple on your joints and muscles. Some research tells that even a slight biking could help people
prevent weight gain.
Admittedly, these activities will surely prepare you
for your next outdoor adventure this summer. Make
sure that you don’t forget to drink more water folks.
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We’re Going To The Zoo, Zoo, Zoo
package for autistic students attending with their
school. The interactive, digital tour and printable
pack is meant to be used ahead of the visit. The
online tour goes through many aspects and features of the zoo, helping students to see what they
might experience, but having its introduction digitally in an environment that is safe and familiar.
The printable pack acts as a booklet for parents
and teachers while at the zoo with their autistic
students. The pack and tour are free of charge.
Los Angeles Zoo

The roars, the crowds and well, the
smells; it’s all part of the excitement
that accompanies a trip to the zoo. For
some patrons on the autism spectrum, it’s some of these same aspects
of a day at the zoo that can make it a
challenge.
Zoos from around the world have come to appreciate that everyone experiences the zoo in their
own way and have set up programs to help everyone enjoy the beauty and splendor of the animals.
London Zoo
Established in 1826, the London Zoo sits at the
north edge of Regent’s Park between West Minster and Camden. The London Zoo is known for
being the first zoo to open a reptile house in 1849,
as well as the first children’s zoo in 1938.
In keeping with its pioneering tradition, London was one of the first zoos to create a digital
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The Los Angeles Zoo programs for autistic patrons is less digital and more in person. They offer
guided tours for any guests who are sensitive to
heightened sounds, smells, or crowds. The draw
back to this personal service is that guides must
be booked ahead of a scheduled visit. Rarely can
the LA Zoo offer impromptu guided tours.
In addition to guided tours for guests identifying on the autism spectrum, they also offer additional services for patrons with other needs. There
is a safari shuttle available to those who cannot
walk the distances between the exhibits. The shuttle must be scheduled ahead of your visit. They
also offer wheel chair rentals. Manual chairs are
$10/day and electric are $30/day. For those with
hearing deficits, the LA Zoo offers listening devices at no charge. The entire zoo welcomes service
animals and accessible parking is also available.

Detroit Zoo

The Autism Alliance of Michigan and the Detroit Zoo have teamed up in a collaboration to develop “Zoo and Autism,” a manual for visitors on
the autism spectrum. The manual can be downloaded and printed. It lays out each exhibit with
suggestions for what might be sensitive material
for patrons and is meant to be a guide as one
makes their way through the zoo. Additionally, the
Detroit Zoo also offer sign language interpreters
for hearing impaired visitors. Interpreters must be
booked ahead of your visit.

ration story to help parents and students get ready
for a great zoo experience. The link to the threepart story can be found here http://kidzoou.org/
Accessibility/Preplanning-Tools.htm

Toronto Zoo
The Toronto Zoo has paired up with Magnus
Cards, a free app for your mobile phone. The app,
specifically designed for autistic patrons, is set up
like a video game. While the app uses the game to
teach step by step skills to navigate the city of Toronto, it has an additional section devoted exclusively to the Toronto Zoo.
The zoo section has five cards that detail entering the zoo as well as learning about the four
most popular exhibits. Read more about Magnus
Cards by visiting their official site for the Toronto
Zoo at http://torontozoo.magnuscards.com
The Philadelphia Zoo
In its most recent renovation, the Philadelphia
Zoo partnered with the A. J. Drexel Autism Institute, The Asperger and Autism Alliance for Greater
Philadelphia, Autism Inclusion Resources and the
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia Center for Autism Research to make every exhibit in the entire
zoo inclusive of everyone; particularly those with
autism. They also offer a three-part online prepa-

A Note from Michele:
While researching this article, I was reminded
of my close friend and colleague, Stacie Lewis. She
was a writer at BabyCenter. The mother of a special needs daughter, she worked tirelessly to raise
the standards, typically associated with childhood
joy, to meet the needs of all children. She spoke to
parliament, wrote articles, and op-eds, did interviews, and advocated for places, like the zoo, to be
a place of inclusion. I remember when she wrote
about a great day she and her whole family enjoyed when the London Zoo had a day for kids
with special needs.
While Stacie passed away after battling leukemia, her words and her friendship stay with me.
She inspires me. It is especially encouraging to see
the work of the London Zoo; because of Stacie. I
am happy so many zoos are developing programs
so that every day is a day to head to the zoo; not
just designated one.
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#ZOOLIFE|

Animal Fun Facts_______________________
“All gorillas are herbivores, eating primarily plant material and occasionally insects.
Depending on where they live and the
available plant life, gorillas can eat up to
142 different species of plants. They eat
stems, fruits, bark, buds and leaves.”
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“Giraffes can grow up to 19 feet, or nearly
six meters, in height! While we generally
think of the giraffe’s neck as the part that
makes it tall, giraffes also have the longest
legs of any land mammal. Their legs alone
are roughly six feet tall, which is taller than
most people.”
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•

Lions are the only cats that live in groups
called prides. A pride has several females,
their cubs and a few males.

•

The females do most of the hunting. They
work together to bring down prey. This
keeps them safer than if they hunted
alone.

•

Males have an important job too. They patrol their territory and protect the young
cubs. They also make sure cubs get
enough food.
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Animals Fun Facts_______________________

“The elephant’s gestation period is 22
months – longer than any other land animal in the world. A new born human baby
weighs an average of 7 pounds while a new
born elephant baby can weigh up to 260
pounds! The baby can stand up shortly after
being born.”
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Animal Fun Facts_____________________
“There are mainly three species of Zebras.
The most common are the Plains Zebra that
are seen in zoos. The other species are the
Grevy’s Zebra and the Mountain Zebra.”

Are you an existing, new or upcoming entrepreneur? Do you
have business goals? This audiobook is an easy-to-listen-to, relaxed, and easy-to-understand work. It's a great book for helping you to expound on your vision and put it into action through 12 elaborated tips on what it takes to move forward.
This is an undeniable source of motivation, bursting with inspiration for the entrepreneurial mind, from the desk of an average member of society.
Can You Action Past Your Devil's Advocate? is jam-packed with success tips, famous
quotes, and profiles of iconic, successful leaders and mentors, plus a variety of main takeaways. Let's listen so we can move on to excellence, creating our own success stories!
This book will provoke you to rise to the challenge and overcome obstacles. It will lead
you to fight for your life and your dreams and point the way toward reaching the top at

“We all have a little entrepreneur inside of us. Wanting to leverage it is what gives
us an entrepreneurial spirit and an entrepreneurial mind. Actually doing it makes
one an entrepreneur.” ― K. Abernathy Can You Action Past Your Devil's Advocate
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